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Science thinks why search for the truth when they concocted their own 
unworkable version and further it by falsifying facts. I wish to reveal the 
biggest conspiracy ever undertaken by any group of people. I too have my 
own agenda why I reveal the conspiracy and this conspiracy is so big if you 
know what it is you will vent your anger towards me to protect your culture 
where what this conspiracy hides became the culture of all civilized 
persons on earth. I have devoted my life to find out how the four principles 
work that nature applies and science rejects. Alas, while every person 
thinks science is perfect my work has no place. I prove how nature works 
but everybody in science purposely stonewalls me to protect the science 
status quo. When hearing what I have to say your reaction will be one of 
rejecting me violently. 
 

I fight a mighty strong gang of criminals and therefore I need as much help 
as I can possibly get. To get the truth out I have to expose untruths you 
believe. So now you think that I am going to inform you about another 
mindlessly stupid conspiracy that eventually turns out to be as unfounded 
as all the other untruthful and baseless conspiracy theories you 
encountered and you are more than ready and eager to dismiss this and 
discarded it as another fable out to generate money. We all know 
conspiracy theories are feeding on fearfulness to generate money.  
 

Alas, this conspiracy I reveal is so big and involves such a big part of civil 
culture that if I even give you the tiniest hint about what it is before you visit 
www.questionablescience.net you won’t investigate the issue further 
because you will choose to discard these statements and article as another 
hoax because it is too big to be believable. Up to now the overall scale that 
this issue implicates is so big it is the size of it that keeps the conspiracy in 
place and this hugeness it involves makes what the conspiracy hides so 
unbelievably believable that this makes the conspiracy undetectable and be 
beyond suspicion. With what I am about to inform you I aim to break what 
you believe in most and what you believe is so strong it forms the basis of 
knowledge you form within your mind.  If sportsmen cheat by doping then 
these people can’t cheat because their conduct is exponentially worse and 
dimensionally more criminal than sportsmen doping.  

 

Past experiences taught me that when people hear about this they get 
angry with me being the messenger and not the complicit culprits. What 
you believe in as civil culture is vested in believing what this conspiracy 
hides so you will have a natural tendency to also preserve the conspiracy. 
It shatters what you think is the truth. Where others make money to conceal 
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the conspiracy my gain is in the revealing of the conspiracy because the 
mistakes the conspiracy hides I have the remedy for… but to generate 
eagerness in investigating my work I have to reveal the mistakes but 
investigating any science is precisely that what those protecting the 
conspiracy in science aren’t willing to do because it became science to 
cover the conspiracy. If you help hiding what the conspiracy hides you’re 
accepted as intellectually superior.  
 

Believe me this is big. Think of the most outrageously big scandal and no, 
whatever you think of is still small by comparison. If you think in terms of 
the Pope that ran off with an underage prostitute then by comparison its 
average, not big. This one is big. It’s bigger than the worst you could even 
imagine because it reveals the truth about what you regard as the truth and 
it is that belief in what you think of as the truth that supports this hoax and 
the belief you have in that which this conspiracy protects is more rock-fast 
than anything else you believe in or might trust to be the solid truth.  
 

All that I ask of you is just go to www.questionablescience.net and see 
what I explain in a few pages and then decide on the validity of my claims. 
It will take but a few minutes of your time but it will change your outlook on 
what to trust for your entire life. What you trust most now will prove to be 
not worthy of your trust. 
 

I show you in www.questionablescience.net where this mother of all 
conspiracies started and then in the book A Conspiracy in Science in 
Progress I show you how that progressed into the biggest conspiracy ever! 
In the www.questionablescience.net  I show how it started and in the 
book I elaborate on this conspiracy and show how it is still in progress even 
today, three hundred years after it started. It began in 1705 and the falsified 
facts swept aside all resistance… 
...Then it grew into a fashion and intellectual statement that evolved into the 
mother of all the other conspiracies in science. All conspiracies we have in 
place about science serves one goal and that is to divert the investigative 
attention away from discovering this Mother Conspiracy so as to prevent 
anyone detecting the anomaly. 
 

It is hidden so well that in three hundred years no one that isn’t part of 
science got a sniff about what the Mother Conspiracy entails. For three 
hundred years no one looked! The conspiracy wittingly or otherwise 
involves us all including you and me. We all commit to the conspiracy and 
in the beginning it is unwittingly but keeping a blindfold becomes an excuse 
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not to think about what is obvious and that becomes a norm, which 
preserves the conspiracy in a place as part of the education in science.  

 

This I call brainwashing or another name is study material and learning 
methods. By the time that those in science discover the anomaly that 
science hides, they also have too many years of devoted study to lose to 
reveal this conspiracy because they already are equipped with an 
education and working in science and so to protect what they have worked 
for, they become part of those preserving the conspiracy. Knowing about 
any conspiracy doesn’t help because we who constitute to form the large 
group of consumer fodder that is considered by the mighty, the rich and the 
powerful as the exposable little people that usually can’t change anything, 
but knowing about this conspiracy will help because we all can work 
together to bring out the truth. If we know where to look we know how not 
to be tricked by the mighty. 
 

There is a conspiracy covering a conspiracy brought about by another 
conspiracy to hide the previous conspiracies and so one supports the other 
to form a network of created illusions corrupting science. Mostly I first have 
to break down the illusions to reveal the hidden. I show why the corruption 
is in place. Those covering-up cover-up can destroy every person that 
attempt to break the silence but my fortune is that I am too poor to destroy 
and too little to break. And this makes my life so insignificant that I could 
care less if any influential academic that uphold the conspiracy even read 
this let alone accept my views although the facts I present against them is 
damning and so, during the past they ignored me as if I presented the 
plague. I have nothing that they can take away or I might lose. My exposing 
of their corruption can only improve my position because that is the only 
way I can show how to replace all the corruption with truth.  
 

It is simple to discover the mistakes science cover-up. I worked a lifetime to 
find solutions, which I have, and that I must introduce but to my shock I 
found everyone in science indifferent to admit that the anomaly even exists 
and so they ignore my work to protect theirs. To introduce my work they 
have to admit that the wrong is there and that they had a conspiracy. …But 
they are thousands with power; I am only one and even without a voice. 
 

I am challenging an influential “force” so big it’s been all conquering and 
unbeatable and nobody in their midst gives me a chance to speak out or 
provide an ear to listen to me. Now I have to blow their cover to get them to 
realise the game is up and they have to come clean. In the past they can 
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destroy governments and sideline Kings by controlling human thought. If 
you doubt this read the www.questionablescience.net and see the 
absolute unquestionable examples I show about their convictions nature 
discards. Yet, when nature rejects an idea science has science throws out 
nature. 

 

Everybody thinks of those that I accuse of committing this mind control to 
hide total corruption as being all-time intellectual saints; those that form the 
rocks on which intellect builds its foundation. They are thought to be as 
white as can be and every person on earth view them as being more 
accurate than God Almighty in what they profess and those I implicate are 
thought of as the incorruptible pillars of wisdom.  

 

The conspiracy started off in 1705 and from there it progressed while 
everything that didn’t agree with the corruption was swept aside by a 
driving force masked as being intellectually most superior at the time and 
this cloak of intellectual godliness still carries on today. Just a few ordinary 
questions lay the conspiracy wide open and expose this huge but obviously 
missed scandals.  
 

Since the beginning everything written in science still suppresses all doubt 
about the accuracy it presents while you can read how a few well-aimed 
questions totally unmask the credibility of the facts presented as science 
truth. You will see es why you should feel alarmed and then if you now 
doubt my alarmist-sounding message, in your mind you answer the 
questions I pose.  
 

If you can answer the utmost simple questions I raise in the website alone 
then you are the only person that are able to do so. Then I am wrong; there 
is no conspiracy but if you also can’t answer the simple questions, then ask 
why are these questions never asked to those in science and why do those 
in science never address these very obvious questions. The questions are 
so simple a small child should think of asking it and yet asking those 
questions goes beyond the mightiest intellectuals on earth! If you see how 
simple the questions are that test the accuracy of science you will 
immediately recognise the conspiracy for what the conspiracy truly is! 
Every conspiracy ever linked to science is in place to protect this 
conspiracy from becoming publicly known.  
 

There is this one conspiracy hiding the entire blunder that Newtonian 
science at all costs avoids to get publicity. It seems that I insult the most 
honest and celebrated dogma the world ever believed in but also I show 
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what science is and that science insults nature. Science doesn’t only divert 
from nature but science ignores nature. I don’t only cry wolf but I also 
introduce a new cosmic vision based on how nature applies four gravity 
laws and how applying these laws change views drastically about how the 
entirety called the Universe is formed by singularity taking on every shape 
and space we know.  
 

Are you up to facing the truth about what you thought is more righteous 
than God? Then read this and see what those in science hide to make 
them seem so surreal. In this book I show you a complot what the truth is 
about science that everyone practising in science in whatever controlling 
way openly in plain view conspires to hide from the public. Even in 
something as minor as a website I prove a conspiracy! I don’t cry 
conspiracy because I want to show a conspiracy but I do it because it is 
there in plain view and moreover it is killing my life long labour trying to 
correct the mistakes. If science is as correct as science pretends, my work 
has no purpose because why change something that is perfect and the 
very opposite of this is true? 
 

Where you might think that science is too difficult for you, it is that madness 
I show to be part of the conspiracy. Those protecting the conspiracy count 
on you thinking science is too difficult and by using that unfounded idea 
they further hide the conspiracy. The trust you put in their clever they turn 
on you to make you believe you are stupid and that they’re unbelievably 
clever. See how stupid they are. Making everyone believe science is too 
difficult to understand is the shield that protected this conspiracy by 
stopping investigations. The conspiracy intends to make everyone feel 
inferior because only “intellectuals” can understand science. We must think 
we are too stupid to understand it and that keeps the conspiracy alive. That 
is the main part of what hides the conspiracy and allow those to hide the 
truth and hiding the truth is what upholds the Mother Conspiracy. Therefore 
I prove that understanding science involves every soul on earth because to 
hide the conspiracy science claims the “ordinary people” are too stupid to 
understand science.  
 

I believe that knowledge about what science is should be for everybody 
and not only a selected few who are hypocrites hiding the truth behind a 
blanket of superiority. I began the publishing to publish books for the 
general public aiming at those with a more general interest in science in 
mind so that I can interest everyone by not going technical. The books aim 
at a general audience who understand science. My aim is to make the 
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corruption in science known to all parties and I include every living person 
showing interest. Some might understand more than others but everyone 
must know natural science and enjoy how the Universe forms according to 
nature and show why science prefer to ignore nature to use a falsified 
version of science. 

 

However there are also books forming part of the series that will rattle the 
cage of those who think they are experts in the field and with those books I 
prove the most informed intellectuals wrong about science.  
A Conspiracy in Science in Progress  
For more go to  
Xlibris https://www.xlibrispublishing.co.uk/bookstore/bookdisplay.aspx?bookid=304386  

Or PDF got to Lulu.com  
 http://www.lulu.com/content/e-book/the-website-introducing-a-conspiracy-in-science-in-progress/13451724] 
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A NEW COSMIC 

CONCEPT 
The Website 

ISBN:  978-1-291-30699-6 

www.questionablescience.net 
http://www.lulu.com/content/e-book/wwwquestionablesciencenet/7607865 

I have the rest of the website in a book form to ensure easy access and speedy 
accessibility. This 

This is the first book in 

the series of eight 

books found in the web 

page   
www.questionablescience.net 

http://www.lulu.com/content/e-book/wwwquestionablesciencenet/7607865 
I have the rest of the website in a book form to ensure easy access and speedy 

accessibility. This 
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Science went corrupt in 1705 when Edmund Halley told the world he used 
his friend Isaac Newton’s physics formula to calculate the route and time 
that the comet that was named after him would arrive. This was where 
science went crooked and started to corrupt science, a position that went 
on ever since because that same dishonesty is still present in Newtonians 
science. Halley calculated the time periods since 1066 at the battle of 
Hastings and found a comet was mentioned every seventy-six years. This 
was very ordinary for a man of his class so he had to get far cleverer than 
backdate history to get a time frame. So he really got clever and conspired 
with the biggest fraud in science ever since; the man hat stole all physics 
Doctor Hooks invented, the man that even got Kepler’ figures wrong the 
man called Isaac Newton.  
 
If Halley was honest about tracing the arrival of a comet that was 
mentioned ever seventy – six years then Halley was no more than bloody 
ordinary and hat Halley could never be. So to look smart Halley said he 
used the formula of Newton to calculate the rout the comet took. This says 
he used mass to calculate how the comet came to the sun. That says the 
sun’s mass pulled the comet and the comet’s mass pulled right back and 
this way the comet came to the sun.  I don’t go into the comet as such in 
this book but I do in other books. In this book I show how Newtonian 
science started to go corrupt in 1705 with one conspiracy to cheat and 
became the corrupt myth it now developed into. How do I know Halley did 
not use the mass pull mass idea because if he did then how did he 
calculate that the comet was cyclic or that it returns every seventy-six 
years. If mass pulled the comet to the sun what then pushed to comet back 
into outer space?  
 
His big ambition was to prove the comet comes and goes but if mass 
makes the comet come what pushes the comet back. You know what is the 
biggest fraud that came to be called Newtonian science? The most brilliant 
minds on earth this past three hundred years failed to asks this simple 
question: if mass pulls the comet closer what pushes the comet away? If 
mass forms the force of pulling and pulled the comet closer than what 
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pushed the comet back into the darkness of the beyond. How did he know 
the mass of Halley’s comet? Nobody then asked questions. No one asks 
uneasy question…except I. I show the fake science we have by just 
questioning science in search of the truth. Newton and Halley got away 
with corrupt science. Today Newtonians get away with corrupt science. 
Then those in science question my integrity because I question the integrity 
of those in physics and in this book you read how a bag of stinking shit flies 
into the faces of the most holly, the most intellectual mind the world ever 
produced. Brainwashed as you might be just please try to understand this if 
you can’t understand anything else; those that are too stupid or too 
brainwashed to see how and that Halley cheated to make him look good 
and to falsify the truth so that Newton could falsify physics and to make 
Newton a genius of all times, which is just what Newton became after this 
dishonesty, then don’t by this book because you are brainwashed beyond 
recovery. I don’t want to steel the money of a capitulated mindless person.  
 
However, If you think I am about to praise the stern abilities that the 
science known as Physics hold while claiming their honesty and purity then 
you came to the wrong website. To be further mislead go elsewhere. If you 
think you are about to read an ode to the honour and the ability of the total 
genius Newton in what his work represents then you better start to think 
again. If you think this is an endorsement for the incorruptibility of science 
and the absolute correctness science portrays throughout, then you are in 
for a shock. I am not going to bullshit you about the sincerity of science or 
the honour that scientists hold above all else because the public is 
disillusioned enough with all the sanctimonious garbage science claims. 
They’ve been leading the public down the garden path for far too long and 
it is time to come clean. If you believe in the unwavering honesty of 
scientists then either brave yourself or page on because if you carry on 
reading you are going to be very disillusioned about what you are about to 
learn.   
 
We see their achievements and we gasp breath in admiration. With all the 
amazing achievements accounted for and when recognising all the things 
with which that science changed our way of living on the earth and what 
was achieved by scientists developing this super mentality and in that also 
giving science all the admiration dually admitted, notwithstanding I am 
about to dump on you the biggest conspiracy that has ever been presented 
and that was ever undertaken by any group of persons in the entire human 
race. Think of anything you might think is big or outlandish by nature and 
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that dwarfs in comparison to what I am about to reveal. If you studied 
science then your surprise will be that harsher. 
 
It is so large that there is nothing in the past history of man with which one 
could compare this revelation that I reveal. It involves every aspect of all 
aspects of the life of every human being and this shadow hanging in our 
midst covers the darkest secret that was ever hidden from intellectual 
human view. Those we absolutely unconditionally trust in all aspects 
perpetrate it. It touched on every individual walking the surface of the earth 
and that excludes no person of any status albeit it an infant or someone in 
old age. 

 
If you ask me what is the difference between how I see gravity work, which 
I can prove by going to nature and how Newton’s gravity works, which 
unbelievable as it is but I also prove has never been proved by science it is 
nature. I do that while I also show that Nature does not use Newton in any 
way that is what makes the difference. Newton says objects pull by an 
unexplainable magical force called gravity while I say as round objects 

rotate it forms Π and by collapsing Π the space around the star / planet that 
space compresses and thereby collapses from 21.991 / 7 to 3.1416 / 1.  
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As it turns it divides 7 from 21.991 / 7 by 7 to form 7/7 = 1. As the direction 

rotate Π changes the travel by 7o and that 7o is 7 / 7 = 1 or Π = 3.1416 / 1. 
Then by getting reduced it compress everything in that space as the entire 
space the object holds and claims condenses. Space reduces and Newton 
said objects in space pull each other. While I prove nature, Newtonian 
science cheats, corrupts and manipulate nature to make science work in 
ways nature doesn’t work.  
 
I am P.S.J Schutte, nicknamed Peet. Being a white South African my 
mother tongue is Afrikaans and my second language is English. I have 
per suiting a new cosmic theory that I partly present in a six part theses, of 
which the investigating research began in 1977. I do find much pride in my 
status as being Afrikaner and would like to have my names used by 
pronouncing it in the manner Afrikaans dictates…therefore I would 
sincerely appreciate the courtesy when readers will take note that my name 
and last name are pronounced in Afrikaans, which is originally from Dutch 
and must be pronounced that way. Peet one would pronounce “here” 
which is the closest English to the pronouncing of the “ee”. The “Sch” in 
Schutte is pronounced exactly as school is where both actually are 
pronounced Skutte or “skool”. By pronouncing my name in Afrikaans you 
do me the utmost courtesy any one can. Being an Afrikaner is what I am 
most proud of. I submit article to well known physics magazines but my 
articles are rejected on the most unappeasable grounds and for the most 
outrageously ridiculous reasons the Newtonians can think of. I compiled a 
new cosmic theory by which I eliminated all the incorrectness that Newton 
has burdened science with but with this being my opinion I did not find a 
garage full of academics supporters waiting to applaud me and to uphold 
my views on the matter. Yet I was not going to be ambushed by their 
relentless stonewalling and blocking my efforts in introducing both their 
incorrectness versus the new cosmic theorem I concluded. Their blocking 
convinced me about a Conspiracy in Science in Progress and this 
 
To whom it may concern: 
I am P.S.J Schutte, nicknamed Peet. Being a white South African my 
mother tongue is Afrikaans and my second language is English. My 
language standard used might not quite meet your Shakespearian 
expectations and some spelling errors might have slipped through cracks 
but it is not the art of language I try to promote but it is the art that science 
hides the truth in perfection by never disclosing information they prefer not 
to reveal and never to divulging the entire overall picture about what it is 
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that science know and don’t know. Science forever hide the truth of any 
subject behind this veneer that the public is too stupid to understand and 
therefore they disclose their opinions about whatever field they wish to 
promote and not telling is because they know all. It is the information about 
the unbelievable oversight of Newtonian mistakes I disclose that proves 
how they keep the oversight of Newtonian mistakes silent and why they 
don’t divulge that which they keep silent about. It is about them never 
committing to the entire story by giving an all-round presentation of 
everything anyone would require to know to be in a position to evaluate.  
 
I have done a study that took me since 1977 and in 2000 I had enough 
information to present a complete theory on explaining the cosmos in a 
much more sensible manner. With al the facts I concluded in my decades 
long study I started to look for a publisher. To my shock I realised that to 
find a publisher willing to take on mainstream physics is not that easy and 
to get published on information that presents everyone in physics as the 
fools that know nothing about everything they say they know is an uphill 
battle.  
 
I am turning to your agency in the hope that you have the guts to read my 
arguments (books). I come to you in search of being published by a 
publisher by finding an investor that will put up invest money to promote the 
planned electronic published book. I do realise that there are many authors 
in search of publishing opportunities and therefore I have to explain what 
makes my book so overshadowing important when compared to any other 
books on offer.  
 
My books are special because I show information about science what no 
one even ever suspected let alone are able to prove. I show that modern 
science is a hoax and a folly and I dare any person layman or academic 
master to prove otherwise or to prove me wrong in even the slightest detail 
that I present. I am turning to you because I need one or more investor to 
help me publish my book since you will see that I am the only person that 
has the guts to confront those filling very important places and those 
covering their fraud with very important offices that protect their positions 
that give them undeserved dignity.  If you think this mud slinging is big 
words and much boasting then I inform you that compared to the truth I 
uncover it spells out controversy as never before. Think how big will any 
controversy be when someone proves Newton’s idea about mass pulling 
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mass is one big hoax that was and can never be proved and the entirety 
resting on such a claim is bogus science. 
 
Controversy and scandal makes thing sell but in my case those in charge 
of astrophysics smother me and I am silenced because they are so 
powerful they could silence me up to now. To be published they must 
underwrite my work and that they are not prepared to do because I bring 
information that puts everything they say in dispute as much as disrepute. I 
am surprised about what flurry the moon landing controversy holds 
because what I have to show overshadows the moon landing controversy 
by light years. Considering what hoax I present makes the fact that the 
moon-landing event ever took place or did not take place much insignificant 
and quite pale in comparison. Should the moon landing be a hoax, then 
one department in the U.S.A will be damned by the public for one 
presentation but the hoax I uncover puts the entirety of physics concerning 
astrophysics in the open as the biggest hoax invented by man in the history 
of mankind. The fraud (and I call it fraud for there is no better description) 
that science hides from the public overshadows the controversy about the 
moon landing by many miles. I have worked on this subject that I present 
ever since 1977 and I also bring the solution to remedy the matter. Yet no 
one in science wants the public at large to read my work and be informed 
about the many details that I uncover and what I bring to the table to solve 
the unproven dogmas they present as fact because then they have to admit 
there is a problem with their science and that it is based on fiction and not 
on facts.  
 
I compiled a new cosmic theory by which I eliminated all the incorrectness 
that Newton has burdened science with but with this being my opinion I did 
not find a garage full of academics supporters waiting to applaud me and to 
uphold my views on the matter. Yet still I was not going to be ambushed by 
their relentless stonewalling my efforts and blocking my efforts in 
introducing both the incorrectness and the new cosmic theorem I 
concluded. Their mannerism in blocking and frustrating my opinion when 
showing the mistakes in science convinced me about a Conspiracy in 
Science in Progress and this spurred me on to tell the entire world about 
their brainwashing students minds. By the manner they selectively withhold 
information when teaching science, amounts to deliberate brainwashing of 
students in physics by “normal” education practises.    
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Trying to convey my message kept me busy for the past going on to twelve 
years on full time basis whereby I was trying to introduce my findings to 
many academics without finding much joy from my efforts. This past eleven 
years plus saw me go without any income as I tried to get my theorem 
recognised as well as get my warning noted.  
 

Going without a steady income left me almost destitute and in order to find 
a manner to get my theory across to the attention of influential readers, I 
decided to publish a theses of six books electronically as to try and get 
around the stranglehold of Newtonian bias controlling science at present 
worldwide. I decided to publish electronically which those in power do not 
control. However to get people to believe me is to change science that 
everyone believes as culture.   
 
With my first language not English and the books not linguistically checked 
by an expert there are bound to be language errors that readers will notice. 
In the past I tried to check my work myself but after checking say one 
hundred and fifty pages for language corrections, then after days of toiling 
instead of having corrected work I ended having four hundred pages of 
newly written information which is still not linguistically corrected but holds 
a lot more information. The language and spelling errors compiled instead 
of reduced. This is because my priorities lie elsewhere. I aim to spend 
money on correcting the work as far as language goes, as I receive money 
in the selling of my theses and in the hope that I will receive money. I will 
have all my work including the one you are reading edited professionally 
and corrected as I find money to do so...But first I have to get the public 
aware of the problem to get the academics to appreciate the problem. In 
everyone’s mind science is more perfect than religion is.  
 

This book started off as a website to inform about a science conspiracy but 
although reduced still it grew into a book that serves much more 
information than what I first intended to supply. You will see many new 
aspects about gravity please make sure you understand what you read. It 
grew into a comprehensive study on cosmology. At times you may observe 
while reading this book that it seems as if my frustration will ring through 
like the chiming of the Big Ben Bell. For that there is a reason. At times my 
frustration and anger will boil over drowning my politeness and that is true, 
which I admit. For twelve years I have had the answer that would correct 
the philosophy that has a stranglehold on cosmological science.  
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I discovered the building blocks of nature where my discovery puts all other 
cosmic aspects of science into science fiction. Those who force-feed non-
existing dogma do so to brainwash students to hide the incompetence of 
“modern science” so they can rule supreme while ignoring the truth that 
they deliberately hide by concocting a conspiracy. To keep everyone 
unguarded they practise a conspiracy by which they perform an accepted 
practise of thought control on students to further the false dogma presently 
in place. I try to blow the whistle on such a practise but accepting my 
resolution makes every thesis ever written science fiction. Therefore no one 
in science dare to read my work leave alone appreciates the revolutionary 
nature thereof. Whatever now is deemed to be accepted science would 
then become what is the past tense in science because the flaws that those 
in power of science principles kept coated for centuries on end as 
untouchable truth will then be rust that breaks the surface to show the 
holes!  
 

They try to silence me but surely somehow somewhere I have to break 
through with my massage! I bring you a true form of science as never seen 
before in all of history and I do that when I dispose of the conspiracy that 
hides all the incorrectness and the failures that haunts science today. 
Science is accepted as the most righteous information available to man 
and that is a scam. It is not what science declares that is important but it is 
always what scientists don’t declare that holds prominence and more so 
the reason why science keeps a silence about the information they do not 
disclose.  It is never about what they say but it is why they don’t say other 
things they keep quiet about. You will read how they never disclose the 
entire truth because science is about promoting one-sided and selectively 
opinionated information forming fraud no less. I have been per suiting a 
new cosmic theory that I partly present in a six part theses, of which the 
investigating research began in 1977.  
 

In 1999 I compiled my theory and searched for a publisher. First I located 
what was wrong in physics then formed a correct approach. I compiled my 
presentation of it in a theses that I call The Absolute Relevancy of 
Singularity and then six separate thesis parts forming the theses 
published through LULU.com which I saw as the only manner whereby I 
could generate funding by which I would be able to have the twenty seven 
books I already wrote linguistically edited and then to have the books 
published on a Print-On-Demand basis. There will be those that accuse me 
of trying to make money from uncovering the conspiracy and all that goes 
with it but to them this is the truth.. 
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The following books on offer I wrote with every person in mind that 
holds any interest in nature, in the cosmos and in how God’s creation 
formed.  
I tried to keep the price as low as possible because my share is small. 
 

My part of the profits or my royalty in a printed book selling for £72.oo 
is £1.19.  
The other book selling for £62.00 I receive £1.16.  
Everybody in the line-up is making a profit of significance except me 
that worked.  
I did the research of almost forty years and applied the brainpower. 
Therefore do not even entertain a thought that this is about money 
going my way there is none. After the promotions and publishing is 
paid for I hope I will sell enough to keep me alive in the old age of my 
wife and I. This is the result of a lifetimes work. 
I came to the mathematical conclusions as I did and formulate the 
conclusions.  
I gathered the material over many decades of assembling and storing.  
I assembled the information into comprehensive units.  
I wrote the book and that is in total material of tens of thousands of 
pages. 
I paid for the publishing, money I never had and this put me in dyer 
straights.  
I wrote the promotion of the book that you are reading which this is a 
small part. 
I pay for all the promotion out of my pocket also with money I don’t 
have.  
 

Everything you read or going to read is from my brain and came 
about through many days and months and years of studies working 
day-and-night many times. 
I make less than a dollar a book in e-book format because my 
percentage is small and I am at the very end of the line that profits. I 
am the last that gets paid.  
 

I have to sell about 18 000 books just to break even on what I pay for 
all the various promotional work and I am one of 65 million books on 
the market. 
 

I do all this for 1.5% of the total overall income. I do not do this for the 
money but I do this to get the message across and I try to keep the 
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profit as low as I can to sell as many books as I can. The books will 
make money but long after my death. 
 

The first four books are written so that everyone will understand the 
new science I introduce for the first time in human history.  
There are four books on offer and each book targets intellectually a 
different person forming part of the entire intellectual basis in society. 
 

The following four are written to inform the general population without much 
emphasis on proof and more on informing how science works by 
implementing nature and moving away from fictitious science. The books 
are listed running from most informing to the fourth being most revealing.  
Click on the name to go to the website that better informs: 
Click on the link to go directly to the publisher to purchase the book 

The Whistle-Blower on Corrupt Science 
http://www.authorhouse.co.uk/Bookstore/BookSearchResults.aspx?Search=9781477227305 

http://bookstore.authorhouse.com/AdvancedSearch/Default.aspx?SearchTerm=9781477227312  

Published in  PDF http://www.lulu.com/content/e-book/the-whistle-blower-on-corrupt-science/13437789]Link to Lulu for PDF book 

How to Swindle by Faking Science 
http://www.authorhouse.co.uk/Bookstore/BookSearchResults.aspx?Search=9781477227572 

http://bookstore.authorhouse.com/AdvancedSearch/Default.aspx?SearchTerm=9781477227589  

PDF Published in  PDF http://www.lulu.com/content/e-book/how-to-swindle-by-faking-science/8026989   

A Conspiracy in Science in Progress 
http://bookstore.xlibris.com/Products/SKU-0304386017/A-Conspiracy-in-Science-in-Progress.aspx 

Published in  PDF  http://www.lulu.com/content/e-book/a-conspiracy-in-science-in-progress/8352010]  

Revealing Corrupt Science  
https://www.xlibrispublishing.co.uk/bookstore/bookdisplay.aspx?bookid=304418 

Published in  PDF http://www.lulu.com/content/e-book/revealing-corrupt-science/13013414]  

These books give answers about questions no one asks. 
They raise questions and give answers but if you wish to have proof 

you should read the other six. 
Do not expect to purchase a $3.00 book that will give answers. 

Do not Purchase a $150 book if you can only understand a $3.00 book 
The $3.00 book only opens your eyes to look and see what nature 

says are in the cosmos. 
Reading the books named above will develop and enhance your 

science insight to a new level of understanding. 
The following six inform by delivering proof and aim to satisfy and 

intellectually stimulate. 
 

As a seventeen year old student in 1970 I could disproved basic science 
and since 1977 took it upon me to find correct science. I found nothing 
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